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FOREWORD 

The 2017 Civics Candidates' Items Response Analysis Report on the performance 

of the candidates for the Certificate of Secondary Education Examinations (CSEE) 

2017 was prepared so as to provide a feedback to students, teachers, policy makers 

and other educational stakeholders on the candidates' performance in the subject. 

The report identifies reasons for the candidates' good performance and points out 

some of the factors which account for the inability of some candidates to provide 

correct answers to the given questions. The analysis of the items was conducted in 

order to identify different misconceptions and errors which occurred in answering 

the questions. The report shows the percentage of the candidates who performed 

good, average and poor in each question. 

In CSEE 2017, the candidates who passed Civics examination increased by 9.85 

percent compared with the performance of Civics CSEE 2016. Despite the 

improved performance in 2017, there were notable mistakes that hindered the 

performance of some candidates such as inability of some candidates to identify 

demands of the questions, insufficient knowledge of the subject matter, inability to 

interpret concepts in comprehension passage, poor English language skills and 

repetition of points. Above all, total of 37,263 candidates did not attempt 7 

required questions that is, some candidates only answered from 4 to 6 out of 7 

questions. 

The Council expects that the feedback provided and recommendations given in this 

report will enable various educational stakeholders to take appropriate measures to 

increase the future performance in the subject. The National Examinations Council 

of Tanzania will highly appreciate comments and suggestions from teachers, 

students and the general public on how to improve future candidates' Item 

Response Analysis Reports. 

Finally, the Council would like to thank Examination Officers, Civics Subject 

Teachers and all individuals who participated in the preparation and processing of 

data used in this report. 

 
Dr. Charles E. Msonde 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report analyses the performance of candidates in Civics Examination 

for the Certificate of Secondary Education Examinations (CSEE) in 2017. 

The examination was derived from the syllabus and adhered to the 

Examination Format. 

 

There were 10 questions in three sections: namely A, B and C. The 

candidates were instructed to answer all questions in section A and B and 

only three out of six questions in section C. Each question in section A and 

B carried 10 marks, whereas each question in section C carried 20 marks. 

 

The candidates who sat for Civics CSEE 2017 were 317,673 out of which, 

185,702 candidates equals to 58.75 percent passed as compared to a total of 

349,234 candidates sat for Civics CSEE in 2016, of which 170,026 

candidates equals to 48.90 percent passed. This indicates that the 

performance of candidates in Civics increased by 9.85 percent. The 

Candidates’ performance in Civics CSEE 2017 is illustrated in table 1. 

 

Table 1: The Performance of the Candidates in Civics CSEE 2017 

SEX GRADES PASSED 

A B C D F Number Percentage 

M 11 1,108 37,335 61,649 55,991 100,103 64.13 

F 6 769 24,650 60,174 74,391 85,599 53.50 

Total 17 1,877 61,985 121,823 130,382 185,702 58.75 

 

Despite the increase of the overall performance, the total of 37,263 

candidates did not attempt the required 7 questions as illustrated in table 2.  

Table 2: The performance of the candidates who answered few questions 

than the 7 questions required in Civics CSEE 2017 
Total 

answered 

questions  

Number of the 

candidates who 

answered less than 7 

questions 

The number of 

candidates who scored 

from 0 – 29 marks 

The percentages 

of the candidates 

who scored from 0 

– 29 marks 

4 1,853 1,853 100 

5 5,986 5,982 99.93 

6 29,424 27,796 94.46 
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Table 2 reveals the candidates who attempted 4 to 6 questions instead of 7 

required questions. The performance of most of the candidates was poor, as 

35,631 out of 37,263 scored from 0 to 29 marks. This poor performance of 

some candidates was caused by failure to answer 7 questions as it was 

instructed. 

The analysis of individual question’s performance is presented in next 

sections. The analysis highlights the requirement of each question as well 

as the strengths and weaknesses of the candidates’ responses. Some extracts 

from the candidates’ answer sheets have been provided to illustrate the 

cases presented. 

 

In this analysis, the candidates' scores in each question are interpreted as 

follows: from 0 to 29 percent is considered as poor, from 30 to 64 percent 

as average performance and from 65 to 100 percent as good performance. 

Similarly, candidates’ variant performances are shown by using different 

colours in attendant figures and appendix. That is: green colour indicates a 

good performance with scores ranging from 65 to 100 marks, yellow colour 

stands for an average performance with scores ranging from 30 to 64 

marks, whereas, red colour represents a poor performance with scores 

ranging from 0 to 29 marks. 

 

2.0 THE ANALYSIS OF THE CANDIDATES’ PERFORMANCE IN 

EACH QUESTION 
 

2.1 Question 01: Multiple Choice Items 

This question was compulsory and it consisted of 10 multiple choice items 

(i – x) derived from various topics in the syllabus. The topics were 

Economic and Social Development, Family Life, Government of Tanzania, 

Human Rights and Our Nation. In each of the item (i – x), of this question, 

the candidates were required to choose a correct answer from the given 

alternatives and write its letter besides the item number in the answer 

booklet provided.  

The candidates’ performance in the question was good. That is, 22.2 

percent of the candidates scored from 0 to 2 marks, 60.26 percent scored 

from 3 to 6 marks and 17.54 percent scored from 7 to 10 marks out of the 

10 marks allotted for this question. Figure 1 illustrates. 
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Figure 1: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

The analysis of the candidates’ performance indicates that items (i), (ii), 

(vii) and (x) were well performed by most of the candidates. Item (i) 

required the candidates to identify the correct alternative, the meaning of 

elephant tusks symbolized in the coat of arms. The correct response was B 

“natural resources”. The option was opted for by the candidates with an 

adequate knowledge of the components of coat of arms. Other options such 

as A "state power". C “national prestige”, D “peoples' power” and E 

“national freedom” were attractive to few candidates. This indicates that 

many of the candidates were conversant with the Tanzanian coat of arms, 

its components and what they stand for. 

Item (ii) required the candidates to identify the alternative which was not a 

correct characterization of the informal sector in Tanzania. The correct 

answer was B “business activities are regulated by taxation laws”. Other 

responses such as A “lack of permanent business premises”, C “employees 

lack social security protection”, D “employees have little job security” and 

E “employees’ wages are often low” were attractive to few candidates. This 

indicates that many of the candidates had enough knowledge of how the 

informal sector operates in the country. 
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Item (vii) tested the candidates’ ability to recall the year in which the first 

permanent constitution in Tanzania was enacted. The candidates who chose 

the correct option D “1977” had knowledge of the year when Tanzania 

adopted a permanent constitution. Other options; A “1964”, B “1965”, C 

“1984” and E “1992” were selected by candidates who associated the 

adoption of the first permanent constitution in Tanzania with other 

constitutional and political developments in the country. For instance, 1964 

was the year in which the Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar was done to 

come up with The United Republic of Tanzania. In 1965 the interim 

constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania was adopted and the 

country became a single party state. Further, in 1984 the Bill of Rights was 

included in the Constitution of Tanzania, whereas, in 1992 the multiparty 

system of democracy was re – introduced in Tanzania. 

Item (x) tested the candidates' knowledge of financial institutions in 

Tanzania. In this question, the candidates were required to identify 

commercial banks in Tanzania from the given five alternatives. The correct 

response was E “NBC, NMB and CRDB” which was opted by many 

candidates. The candidates who opted for A “GEPF, NBC and TIB, B 

“NBC, CRDB and GEPF” C “NMB, SACCOS and NIHF” and D “NBC, 

CRDB and PSPF” had superficial knowledge of commercial banks in 

Tanzania. They failed to distinguish commercial banks from other financial 

institutions such as SACCOS, PSPF, GEPF and NHIF. 

On the other hand, a substantial number of the candidates failed to identify 

correct responses for items (iv), (v), (vi) and (ix). In item (iv) the 

candidates were required to identify the name of the laws enacted by local 

governments in their areas of authority. Few candidates chose the correct 

response E “By laws”. These candidates demonstrated a good knowledge of 

the name given to laws which are made by local government. A reasonable 

number of candidates opted for an incorrect response C “Bills”; they were 

wrong due to the fact that bills are proposals for new laws. Equally, 

candidates who wrote incorrect responses A “Standing orders” and B 

“Local government orders” demonstrated limited knowledge of the laws 

enacted by local government authorities. Moreover, the candidates who the 

selected response D “Manifesto” lacked knowledge of the subject matter 

since the word itself has nothing to do with laws enacted by the local 

government. 
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Item (v) instructed the candidates to identify a condition where individual 

rights are restricted to safeguard the rights of other people. The correct 

answer was D “limitation of human rights”. The candidates who opted for 

responses such as A “protection of human rights”, B “execution of natural 

justice”, C “the rule of law” and E “violation of human rights” went astray; 

likely because they lacked enough knowledge of various concepts in human 

rights. 

Item (vi) required the candidates to identity the head of the Judiciary in the 

United Republic of Tanzania. The correct response was A “Chief Justice”. 

The candidates who opted for B “Attorney General” went astray 

considering that the Attorney General is a Chief Legal Advisor of the 

government. Some of the candidates were attracted to the distractor C 

“Director of Public Prosecution”. Such candidates could not distinguish the 

role of the Chief Justice in the Judiciary from that of the Director of Public 

Prosecution in the Attorney Generals' Office; whose role is to verify the 

proceedings against individuals accused for public offence and to decide 

whether they should be referred to the court of law or not. The candidates 

who chose response D “Prime Minister” equally went astray. This is 

because the Prime Minister performs day to day activities of the 

government. He is also the leader of the government business in the 

Parliament of the United Republic of Tanzania. Finally, the candidates who 

opted for the response E “Minister for Legal and Constitutional Affairs" 

fell in the same trap with those who opted for other unrelated responses. 

This owes to the fact that the minister oversees and administers legal and 

constitutional matters of the government. 

Item (ix) required the candidates to identify a term which relates to the right 

to voluntarily belong to any organization. Few candidates chose the correct 

answer C “freedom of association”. Many candidates selected distractors 

such as A “freedom of expression”, B “the right to life”, D “freedom of 

assembly”, and E “right to equality”. These incorrect responses indicate 

that the candidates were not familiar with various categories of civil and 

political rights. 

Despite the overall good performance in this question, the analysis reveals 

that some of the candidates numbered all items from (i – x) without 

answered them. Eventually, such candidates scored a 0 mark out of 10 marks 

allotted in this question. Extract 1 illustrates. 
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Extract 1.1 

 

Extract 1.1 is an example from one of the candidates who numbered 

items without answering them. 

 

2.2 Question 02: Matching Items 

The question required the candidates to match the items in List A with the 

correct responses in List B by writing the letter of the corresponding 

response beside the item number in the answer booklet provided. List A 

had concepts or terminologies related to the topic of Culture while List B 

contained definitions, descriptions of concepts and terminologies of 

Culture. 

The question was compulsory and the candidates’ performance was 

average. That is 48.16 percent of the candidates scored from 0 to 2 marks, 

44.46 percent scored from 3 to 6 marks and 7.38 percent scored from 7 to 

10 marks. The candidates’ performance is illustrated in figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

Analysis of the candidates’ performance indicates that items (iii), (v), (vii) 

and (x) were well done by most of the candidates while items (i), (iv), (vi) 

and (viii) were poorly performed by a good number of the candidates. 

Item (i) required the candidates to identify a correct response that matches 

with a belief shared in a society on what is desirable, correct and good. The 

correct response C “Values” was selected by the candidates with an 

adequate knowledge of the meaning of values. However, many of the 

candidates confused the word values with other elements of culture. For 

that case, the candidates wrongly chose options B “Customs”, D “Material 

culture” and K “Norms”. 

Item (iv) required the candidates to identify a correct response that matches 

with a pattern of conduct shared by the people in a given community but 

which always changes with time. The candidates who demonstrated a good 

knowledge of elements of culture matched it with the correct response B 

“Customs”. Some of the candidates matched it with responses such as C 
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Values”, G “Arts” and H “Tradition”. The selection of incorrect responses 

indicates that the candidates’ lacked adequate knowledge of the subject 

matter. The candidates who opted for H “Tradition” failed to differentiate 

tradition from customs, they didn’t know that traditions are experiences of 

the past that are inherited by a society and are unchangeable, while, 

customs change from time to time. Likewise, those who opted for C 

“Values” and G “Arts” fell in the same trap with those who chose irrelevant 

responses. 

Item (vi) required the candidates to identify a concept that matches with the 

“An ability to use imagination to express ideas through writing and 

sculpturing”. The correct response was G “Arts”. However, most of the 

candidates matched it with the response D “Material culture”, and F 

“Recreation”. This indicates that the majority of the candidates lacked an 

in-depth knowledge of the elements of culture. The response D “material 

culture” was incorrect because it denotes physical artifacts such as 

furniture, sculpture, pottery, decorations and basketry while “Arts” are the 

manmade things which are displaced to be enjoyed. Again option F 

“Recreation” was also irrelevant as it refers to activities that people do for 

relaxation and enjoyment. The poor performance in this item indicates that 

elements of culture were not exhaustively known by some of the 

candidates. 

In item (viii) the candidates were required to identify a concept that 

matches with a simple technology or skill for producing things such as 

pottery and basketry. The correct response was M “Crafts”. However, most 

of the candidates selected the response D ”Material culture”, G ”Arts” and 

N “Museums”. Such candidates were not aware that “Crafts” are skills of 

making things in a given cultural setting and is different from “Arts” which 

is an ability to use imagination to express ideas through writings, sound, 

actions, visual aids and performance meant to be enjoyed. Further, 

“Material culture” represents a physical and manmade things produced 

within a particular cultural settings. Additionally, those candidates were 

unable to identify that “Museums” are special places purposely created to 

preserve the material remains of the society. 

On the other hand items (iii), (v), (vii) and (x) were well performed by a 

sizable number of the candidates. In item (iii) the candidates were required 

to identify a correct response that matches with a set of rules which set 
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standards for acceptable behaviours in the society. The correct answer was 

K “Norms”. However, some of the candidates went astray by matching it 

with the option A “Symbol”, B “Customs” and E “Language”. The 

candidates who failed to identify the correct response demonstrated a 

misconception of the elements of culture, their responses were based on 

trial and error. The option A “Symbol” for example, was incorrect due to 

the reason that a symbol is a sign that stands for something else. The reason 

for the candidates’ failure likely emanated from inadequate knowledge of 

the elements of culture. 

Item (v) required the candidates to identify a response that matches with the 

practices that persist in a society for a long time and do not change. Many 

candidates selected the correct response H “Tradition”. Such candidates 

had adequate knowledge and ability in differentiating the elements of 

culture which are closely related to customs and norms. Some of the 

candidates selected options B “Custom”, K “Norms” and M “Crafts”. 

Distracters B “Customs” and K “Norms” were selected likely because of 

low knowledge of elements of culture. Further, the response M “Crafts” 

was chosen by ill-prepared candidates considering that the concept has no 

relation with tradition. 

Item (vii) demanded the candidates to identify a response that matches with 

physical artifacts such as furniture made by human beings. Most of the 

candidates identified the correct response D “Material culture”. Other 

candidates matched the item with response G “Arts” and M “Crafts”. The 

reason for such incorrect responses might have emanated from the fact that 

the two distracters closely relate with Material culture. Therefore, it was 

easy for unknowledgeable candidates to choose them. 

In item (x) the candidate were required to identify a response that matches 

with a system of communication in speech or writing used by a particular 

community. Most of the candidates identified the correct response E 

“Language”. These candidates likely had an adequate knowledge of the 

concept language. However, candidates who lacked such knowledge 

wrongly opted for the response A “Symbol” and D ”Material culture” 

which are unrelated with the concept of language. 
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2.3 Question 03: Comprehension 

This question was based on a passage about suicide among the adolescents. 

The candidates were required to read the passage carefully and answer 

questions that followed it. It intended to measure the candidates’ ability to 

comprehend the information related to Civics. 

The question was compulsory and most of the candidates’ performed it 

well; 81.23 percent scored from 3 to 10 marks. The analysis of the 

candidates’ performance shows that 18.77 percent of the candidates scored 

from 0 to 2.9 marks, 51.95 percent scored from 3 to 6.4 marks and 29.28 

percent scored from 6.5 to 10 marks out of 10 allotted marks to the 

question. The candidates' performance is illustrated in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

In item 3(a), the candidates were instructed to suggest a suitable title for the 

passage. The correct titles would be “SUICIDE AMONG THE 

ADOLESCENTS”, “THE MOTIVES FOR ADOLESCENTS SUICIDE”. 

The candidates who provided these titles demonstrated skills in answering 

comprehension questions. On the other hand, the candidates who failed to 

provide corresponding titles likely had low comprehension skills. The 

analysis shows that they guessed titles rather than looking at what is 
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contained in the passage. For example, some of these candidates suggested 

titles such as; “EFFECTS OF DEATH”, “POVERTY” and “PROMOTION 

OF LIFE SKILLS”. 

Other candidates just copied some sentences or phrases from the passage 

which had no relevance to the question. Some of their responses were such 

as: “Reaction to previous distressing events”, “Suicide to avoid further 

pain” and “conflicts within the adolescents’ families”. Such responses 

indicate that such candidates lacked skills in identifying a suitable title for a 

passage. 

Item 3(b) required the candidates to explain the attitude of some 

adolescents towards death. The correct response was “Adolescents feel that, 

death is the only way out of intolerable situations”. The candidates who 

managed to provide this response demonstrated skills in interpreting 

concepts in a comprehension passage. This owes to the fact that this answer 

could not be directly picked from the passage, but by inferring what was 

written about adolescents’ attitudes towards death. 

Some of the candidates failed to explain the attitude of some adolescents 

towards death. These lacked skills in comprehending contents of passage 

and could not assess whether what they were writing was an answer to the 

question or not. For example, some of these candidates copied sentences 

from the passage such as "those terminally ill and those incapacitated by 

serious illness or injuries", "To avoid further pain" and "Those 

incapacitated by serious illness or injuries commit suicide to avoid further 

pain". Moreover, some of the candidates avoided this part. These just wrote 

item number or few words as responses to the item. Generally, such 

candidates did not understand the requirements of the question. 

Item 3(c) required the candidates to mention any two factors from the 

passage that compel some youth to commit suicide. The knowledgeable 

candidates provided correct responses such as; “Terminal illness”, “To 

draw attention”, “Conflicts within the adolescents' families”, 

“Incapacitation due to serious illness or injuries” and “Teaching those 

who hurt them”. Other candidates wrote; “Punishment to themselves for the 

shame they might have caused to others”, “Failure to live up to the 

parents/guardians expectations” and “Failure to develop adequate 

interpersonal relationship within their families”. 
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On the contrary, some of the candidates relied on what they know rather 

than what was in the passage. Some of these candidates for example, 

responded: “death” and “illness”. Other candidates simply picked some 

phrases from the passage without scrutinizing the meanings. These for 

example wrote: “Lack of adequate impulse”, “Unexpected severe and 

prolonged stress”, “these events often leads to suicide signals”, “The 

signals of suicide among adolescent include previous attempts”. These 

candidates' responses thus indicate that they did not understand the 

requirements of the question. 

Item 3(d) required the candidates to list down two suicide signals among 

the adolescents. Some of the candidates provided correct responses as 

follows; “Previous threat to commit suicide”, “Feelings of alienation and 

loneliness”, “Mental illness especially depression” and “Lack of adequate 

impulse control”.  

The candidates who misunderstood the question appeared to have relied on 

what they know rather than the information from the passage. For example, 

they gave: “Proper education”, “To improve basic needs”, “Conflict” and 

“Guardians” as responses to this item, which are phrases copied from the 

passage. In fact these candidates did not understand the demands of the 

question. 

In item 3(e) the candidates were required to explain the attitude of the 

author towards suicide tendencies among the adolescents. The candidates 

who understood the question provided the correct response “the author 

sees the problem of suicide as one of the critical and disastrous problem 

among the adolescents”. These candidates demonstrated enough 

knowledge and skills in interpreting comprehension question. 

On the other hand, the candidates who failed to understand the demands of 

the question indicated the lack of skills in reading and interpreting the 

passage. Most of them simply copied sentences from the passage instead of 

explaining the author's view towards suicide tendencies among the 

adolescents. For example, one of the candidates wrote: "Adolescent, this 

disastrous act is committed for different. Some adolescents often feel that 

death is the only way out of in tolerable". Another candidate wrote “The 

attitude of the author was to develop adequate interpersonal relationships 

with their families". The responses indicate that the candidates did not 
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understand the demands of the question. Some of the candidates skipped 

this part of the question despite the fact that it was compulsory. Extract 3.1 

is an illustration of irrelevant responses. 

Extract 3.1 

 

Extract 3.1 is an excerpt from a candidate who could not interpret 

comprehension questions. 

The candidates whose performances were impressive demonstrated 

knowledge of answering comprehension questions. They provided correct 

relevant title of the passage, correctly interpreted concepts in 

comprehension questions and mastered English language which was the 

medium of the questions. Extract 3.2 is an illustration of relevant responses. 
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Extract 3.2 

 

Extract 3.2 is an excerpt from a candidate who provided a suitable title of 

the passage and relevant responses. 

 

2.4 Question 04: Short Answer Questions 

This question was compulsory and had two parts (a) and (b). Part (a) was 

derived from the topic of Proper Behaviour and Responsible Decision 

Making. This question required the candidates to outline five merits of 

making a responsible decision. Part (b) was derived from the topic of Work 

and it required the candidates to explain briefly five importance of work for 

self - development. 

The candidates’ performance in the question was average. The analysis of 

the performance reveals that 67.41 percent of the candidates scored from 0 

to 2.9 marks, 30.54 percent scored from 3 to 6.4 marks and 2.05 percent 

scored from 6.5 to 10 marks out of 10 marks allotted to this question. 

Figure 4 illustrates the candidates’ performance in this question. 
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Figure 4: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

Part (a) required the candidates to outline five merits of making responsible 

decision. The candidates who failed to provide relevant responses 

misinterpreted the question. They outlined the government organs such as 

Judiciary, Legislative and the Executives instead of the merits of making 

responsible decision. Other candidates mentioned steps involved in 

decision making or steps of problem solving. At extreme cases, some of the 

candidates outlined stages of conducting a research such as problem 

identification, data collection, data analysis, surveying and data 

interpretation. Further, some of the candidates outlined the citizens’ 

responsibilities such as “paying tax, participation in the economic activities 

and fighting against crimes''. Other candidates wrote the features of a 

democracy like “multipartism, free and fair election, transparence and 

responsibility”. Moreover, other irrelevant responses were the elements of 

proper social behaviours such as; love, respect, solidarity, peace and all 

good behavior. Other candidates mentioned agents of socialization such as; 

family, schools, friends and neighbors”. Such irrelevant responses indicate 

that the candidates had limited knowledge of the subject matter, 

misconceived the question and failed to identify the requirements of the 

question.  
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Additionally, some of the candidates omitted this part despite that it was 

compulsory. Extract 4.1 is an illustration of a candidate whose responses 

were irrelevant. 

Extract 4.1 

 

Extract 4.1 A sample from a candidate who gave irrelevant responses. 

Some of the candidates whose responses were relevant outlined the merits 

of making responsible decision such as “it facilitates a sense of 

commitment when members of the society are involved in making decision 

that affect them”, “it facilitate proper utilization of available resources”, 

“it creates a sense of collective responsibility in carrying tasks”, “it 

facilitates a sense of equality, avoids/reduces conflicts between members of 

the society”, “it brings cooperation, unity and solidarity” and “it enables a 

person to achieve goals”. Extract 4.2 is a sample from one of the 

candidates whose responses were relevant. 
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Extract 4.2 

Extract 4.2 is an excerpt from a candidate who provided relevant responses. 

In part (b), the candidates were required to explain briefly five importance 

of work for self - development. Some of the candidates presented economic 

activities such as: agricultural activities, trade activities, industrial 

activities, marketing activities, transport and communication activities 

instead of importance of work. Other candidates wrote the features of 

democracy such as: multipartism, transparence and responsibilities of 

leader. Additionally, some of the candidates mentioned the national 

symbols such as: national flag, uhuru touch and coat of arms. However, 

others wrote incomprehensible phrases due to low proficiency in the 

English language such as: ''it is used currency”, “it is used employment”, 

“to do careful”, “to increase skills”, “to avoid conflict” and “to produce 

quality goods''. Extract 4.3 is an illustration from one of the candidates 

whose responses were irrelevant. 
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Extract 4.3 

 

Extract 4.3 A sample from a candidate who explained aspects of 

democracy instead of importance of work. 

The candidates who provided relevant responses, explained the importance 

of work as “Improves economic position of a person, family and of a nation 

as a whole”, “Keeps a person busy”, “Serve as a person's identity in the 

society”, “Brings respect”, “Makes a person innovative” and “Some types 

of work help to maintain one's physical and mental health”. These 

candidates demonstrated a good command of English language, mastered 

the subject matter and showed the capability to explain the importance of 

work to self-development. Extract 4.4 is an illustration from one of the 

candidates who provided responses according to the demands of the 

question. 
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Extract 4.4 

Extract 4.4 An excerpt from a candidate who provided relevant responses. 

 

2.5 Question 05: Democracy 

The question required the candidates to differentiate, in six points the 

democratic governments from non-democratic governments. The question 

was attempted by 81,888 (25.78%) candidates; whereby 50.73 percent 

scored from 0 to 5.8 marks, 45.12 percent scored from 6 to 12.8 marks and 

4.15 percent scored from 13 to 20 marks. In the view of the above analysis, 

the question was averagely performed. That is 49.27 of the candidates 

scored from 6 to 20 marks as illustrated in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

The candidate who scored from 0 to 5.8 marks demonstrated several 

weaknesses in their responses. First, they did not observe essay writing 

rules; some of them provided their responses by drawing tables. Secondly, 

some of the candidates failed to identify the demands of the question. Some 

of them compared democratic governments and non - democratic 

governments as follows; “both make decisions, both observe rule of law, 

both develop social services, both develop good behaviours, both improve 

hard working and respect to people”. Some of the candidates wrote the 

importance of democratic government such as “to promote Pease, security 

and harmony, to provide social services and unity. Further, other 

candidates discussed the structure of local government in Tanzania such as 

“District council, town council, municipal council and village council”. 

Additionally, some of the candidates had very low mastery of English 

language. Other candidates just picked up statements from question 2 and 

provided them as responses to the question. Extract 5.1 is a sample of 

irrelevant candidates' responses  
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Extract 5.1 
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Extract 5.1 is an excerpt from a candidate who failed to distinguish a 

democratic government from a non - democratic government. 

Furthermore, the candidates who scored from 6 to 12.8 demonstrated a 

good knowledge of the various features which differentiate between 

democratic governments and non-democratic governments. Some of them 

had good organizational skills in terms of adhering to essay writing skills 

and had a reasonable mastery of the English language though could not 

exhaust all the relevant points. In some candidates’ essays there were 

repetitions of some points such as protection of freedom and maintenance 

of human rights, free and fair elections and popular elections, rule of law 

and equality. Owing to these shortcomings they failed to score higher 

marks. 

On the contrary, some of the candidates who scored from 13 to 20 marks 

addressed the demands of the question. In the introduction, they defined the 

democratic governments as “a form or group of people who come into 

power through free and fair election” and non - democratic governments as 
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"a form of government or group of people who come into power by force or 

without the consent of the people”. Furthermore, in the main body they 

provided relevant points to differentiate between democratic governments 

and non - democratic governments based on the following points: “rule of 

law”, “free and fair elections”, “separation of powers”, “respect of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms”, “constitutional government”, “leaders 

save for the interest of the people (government responsiveness” and 

“citizens participation”. However, these candidates did not score all the 20 

marks allotted to the question because of repetitions of some of their points. 

For example, one candidate presented about the respect of human rights in 

one paragraph and in the next paragraph he/she presented the inclusion of 

bills of rights in the Tanzania constitution. Some of the candidates provided 

relevant responses but failed to elaborate them exhaustively. Extract 5.2 

represents one of the candidates’ relatively good responses. 
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Extract 5.2 is an excerpt from a candidate with relatively good essay. 

 

2.6 Question 06: Globalization  

The question required the candidates to show, in six points how Tanzania 

can contain the challenges posed by globalization. The question was 

attempted by 154,904 (48.77%) candidates but its performance was poor:- 

only a very few candidates 0.07 percent scored from 13 to 20 marks; 1.88 

percent scored from 6 to 12.8 marks while, the majority, 98.05 percent 

scored from 0 to 5.8 marks. The candidates' performance in the question is 

illustrated in figure 6. 
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Figure 6: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

The candidates who scored from 0 to 5.8 marks (98.05%) demonstrated 

weaknesses such as; inability to identify the demands of the question, 

mixing relevant and irrelevant responses, poor organizational skills and 

inadequate mastery of English language skills. The majority of the 

candidates discussed the challenges and negative effects of globalization to 

Tanzania instead of measures to address the challenges posed by 

globalization in Tanzania. Their irrelevant responses were such as 

privatization, information and communication technology, movement of 

people, destruction of Local industries, spread of diseases such as 

HIV/AIDS, Destruction of culture and Environmental pollution. Other 

candidates explained the indicators and causes of poverty such as: low level 

of production, low price of Tanzanian product, lack of education, low level 

of technology and poor transport and communication”. Similarly, other 

candidates pointed out bad social cultural practices such as: “Early 

marriage, inheritance of widow, polygamy and paying bride price”. 

In the same category, some of the candidates failed to provide relevant 

introduction and conclusion. One of the candidates, for example, defined 

Globalization as "The change of social, economic and political 
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development from low level to high level". Likewise, some of the 

candidates did not observe essay writing format, rather they outlined 

relevant and irrelevant points without elaborating them. Worse still, a great 

part of the responses were characterized by repetition of some points and 

incomprehensible English language sentences. Generally, the variations in 

the candidates’ scores in this question depended on the strength and 

relevance of their points, introduction and conclusions. Extract 6.1 is an 

example of an irrelevant candidate’s response.  

Extract 6.1 
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Extract 6.1 is an excerpt from a candidate who explained negative effects of 

globalization to Tanzania instead of measure to address the challenges of 

globalization facing Tanzania. 
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The candidates who scored from 6 to 12.8 marks, demonstrated both 

weaknesses and strengths in their responses. Some of them had good 

organizational skills, adhered to essay writing rules, had good 

communication skills and knowledge of the measures to address 

globalization challenges facing Tanzania. However, they could not score 

good marks because of repetitions of points and grammatical errors. Their 

scores varied from one candidate to another depending on the scope of 

illustrations of their points, coherence of ideas, repetitions of points and the 

quality of introduction and conclusion of their essays.  

A few candidates (0.07%) who scored from 13 to 20 marks demonstrated 

the ability to focus on the demands of the question by providing relevant 

points with exhaustive elaborations. They wrote legible English sentences 

and adhered to essay writing rules. Further, they provided relevant 

responses on measures of addressing the globalization challenges to 

Tanzania. Some of their responses are as follows: “creation of national 

policies which will lead to reduce poverty, increase research institutions, 

good governance and provision of education to Tanzanians”. Other 

candidates wrote points such as: “To promote local technology, creativity 

and reviving the local industries”, Strengthening regional integration like 

SADC and EAC”, “Tanzania should look for better international economic 

order that will benefit the country”, “To strengthen and enforce the 

existing laws to contain possible crime such as human trafficking “and “To 

preserve and promote Tanzanian cultural values such as national 

language”. Extract 6.2 is an illustration of a good response from a 

candidate’s script. 
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Extract 6.2 
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Extract 6.2 An excerpt from a candidate who provided measures for 

addressing globalization challenges facing Tanzania. 

 

2.7 Question 07: Economic and Social Development 

In this question, the candidates were required to show in six points the 

extent to which the financial institutions can pave the way to economic 

prosperity of Tanzania. This was one of the extensively omitted questions. 

That is only 61,123 (19.24%) of the candidates attempted it. The 

performance in the question was as follows: 56.57 percent scored from 0 to 

5.8 marks, 41.02 percent scored from 6 to 12.8 marks and only few 2.41 

percent scored from 13 to 20 marks. Generally, the performance of the 

candidates was average. Figure 7 illustrates. 
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Figure 7: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

The candidates (56.57%) who scored from 0 to 5.8 marks demonstrated 

weaknesses such as; misinterpretation of the demands of the question, poor 

organizational skills, inability to construct meaningful sentences in the 

English language and failure to observe essay format. For example, one of 

the candidates listed democratic features such as rule of law, equality, 

accountability, multipartism system and free and fair election. Others 

deviated by explaining factors of production which are land, labour, capital 

and raw materials. Equally, others outlined various economic sectors such 

as mining, lumbering, agriculture, business, transport and fishing. In 

addition, others showed various financial institutions such as banks, Bureau 

de change, Saccos, social security institutions, loan giving institutions and 

insurance companies in their main body instead of the roles in paving the 

way to economic prosperity of Tanzanians. 

Furthermore, some of the candidates in this category just copied some 

phrases and sentences from the passage and present them as answers to 

question 7. One of the candidates for example wrote "... to teach those who 

hurt them a lesson and to punish themselves for the shame they might have 

caused to others ...” Nevertheless, the quality of some candidates’ essays 
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did not merit higher marks. Extract 7.1 represents one of the candidates’ 

irrelevant responses. 

Extract 7.1 

 

 

Extract 7.1 is a sample of a response from a candidate who explained factors 

of production instead of the roles of financial institutions in paving the way 

to economic prosperity of Tanzania. 
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The candidates who scored from 6 to 12.8 marks demonstrated the 

understanding of the subject matter. They had correct interpretation of the 

question and complied with the essay writing skills. However, they failed to 

score full marks because of insufficient elaborations. Similarly, some of 

their responses lacked a good introduction and conclusion. Some of the 

candidates did not exhaust all relevant points as required. Moreover, some 

responses were full of repetitions such as: “providing knowledge on how to 

use and manage funds and citizen learn entrepreneurship from financial 

institutions”. 

On the other hand, few candidates (2.41%) who scored from 13 to 20 marks 

presented a proper introduction and conclusion. Additionally, they 

identified the demands of the question, responded to the question efficiently 

and demonstrated good mastery of the English language. In the main body, 

some of the candidates pointed out the contribution of financial institutions 

in paving the way to economic prosperity of Tanzania as: “provision of 

loan ,provision of business education before establishment of business, 

provision of material and moral support to special groups, maintenance of 

value of money done by Central Bank, creation of employment 

opportunities, the Central Bank maintain the value of money in the country, 

establishment of their own economic projects, keeping customers' 

contribution, compensating their customers' in the event of loss and avail 

when they retire”. Extract 7.2 is an illustration of the candidates whose 

responses were correct. 
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Extract 7.2 A sample of a correct response to the question. 
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2.8 Question 08: Human Rights 

In this question, the candidates were required to show in six points the 

extent to which human rights are protected in Tanzania, given that, 

Tanzania is a signatory of the 1948 United Nations Declaration of Human 

Rights. This was extensively omitted question. That is only 30,491 

candidates equals to 9.6% of all the candidates attempted it. The 

performance of candidates was equally poor, as 93.58 percent of the 

candidates scored from 0 to 5.8 marks, 5.92 percent scored from 6 to 12.8 

marks and 0.50 percent scored from 13 to 20 marks. The candidates' 

performance is illustrated in figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

The candidates who scored from 0 to 5.8 marks demonstrated weaknesses 

such as: misinterpretation of the demands of the question, lack of 

knowledge of the subject matter, poor organizational skills and incoherent 

English language sentences. Some of the candidates, for example, 

misinterpreted the question to mean fundamental freedoms and human 

rights and thus wrote things such as freedom of expression, freedom of 

association and freedom in decision making. Other candidates explained on 

categories of human rights such as right to life, right to equality, right to 

own family and right to own property, whereas, some ended up by 
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explaining bad social cultural practices in Tanzania such as: “female genital 

mutilation (FGM), early marriage practices, killing of elders and albino, 

and forced marriage”.  

Additionally, other candidates explained the importance of protecting 

human rights such as “it help to get education, equal chance in election, to 

get basic needs and to live any place in our Country”. Likewise, some 

dwelt on suggesting the ways through which the government of Tanzania 

can protect human rights such as “provision of education, provision of 

employment opportunities, fighting against bad cultural practices and 

corruption, selecting of good leaders and rules and laws should be 

maintained”. It should be noted that, the extent of these candidates’ 

weaknesses varied from one candidate to another. For instance some of the 

candidates defined human rights as “all things that all citizens or people 

are entitled to and nobody should interfere with”, whereas others just listed 

down a few correct responses in a bullet form. Such situations led to 

variation of the candidates’ scores. Extract 8.1 is an illustration of a 

candidate’s irrelevant response to the question. 
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Extract 8.1 
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Extract 8.1 is a sample of incorrect response from one of the candidates. 
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Conversely, the candidates who scored from 6 to 12.8 marks demonstrated 

both weaknesses and strengths in their responses. Some of them had good 

organizational skills, adhered to essay writing format, demonstrated good 

English language skills and knowledge of measures taken by the 

government of Tanzania to protect human rights. They pointed out points 

such as: “Bill of rights to be included in the constitution, “The court of 

Tanzania has a final say on legal matters and existence of multiparty 

system”. Be that as it may, they did not score above 12.8 marks because of 

repetitions of points for example “freedom of religious activities in 

Tanzania and freedom of worship”. In some cases, the candidates could not 

exhaust all the required points. Others provided relevant points but had 

weak elaborations of such points. Some of the candidates only lacked good 

introduction and conclusion. 

A few candidates managed to score from 13 to 20 marks. The candidates in 

this category satisfactorily addressed the demands of the question and 

exhibited comprehensiveness, clarity of explanations and relevant points. In 

their essays the candidates showed the efforts done by the government of 

Tanzania in protecting human rights in the country such as “allowing the 

non-governmental organizations to operate in the country, presence of the 

commission of human rights and good governance, the court of law has the 

final say on legal matters, accepting international obligations of human 

rights, allowing multiparty system to operate in the country, inclusion of 

the bill of rights in the constitution, there is freedom of religious activities, 

existence of law enforcing organs and allowing free mass media to operate 

in the country”. Extract 8.2 is a sample of a correct response from a 

candidate who had adequate knowledge of the measures taken by the 

government of Tanzania to protect human rights. 
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Extract 8.2 
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Extract 8.2 A sample of a correct response from one of the candidates. 

 

2.9 Question 09: Poverty 

The question required the candidates to examine six root causes of poverty 

in Tanzania. The question was the most attempted question. That is, 

305,715 (96.24%) of the candidates attempted the question. Similarly, the 

performance was good. The analysis of candidates’ performance revealed 

that 40.49 percent scored from 0 to 5.8 marks, 57.55 percent scored from 6 

to 12.8 marks while 1.96 percent scored from 13 to 20. The candidates’ 

performance in the question is illustrated in figure 9. 
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Figure 9: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

The candidates whose scores ranged from 13 to 20 marks demonstrated a 

good mastery of the subject matter. They met the demands of the question, 

had logical flow of ideas and observed essay writing rules. Further, they 

examined the root causes of poverty in Tanzania with answers such as: “the 

use of poor technology, rapid population growth, mismanagement of public 

funds and other resources, poor transport and communication 

infrastructures, natural calamities, illiteracy, un-even distribution of 

resources, mass unemployment, poor government policies rapid increase in 

price of imports and decreasing prices of exports and diseases”. However, 

their scores varied according to the clarity of their elaborations, coherency 

of ideas and the plausibility of the introduction and conclusion. Extract 9.1 

is a sample of relevant response from one of the candidates. 
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Extract 9 
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Extract 9.1 is a sample of a relatively good response from a candidate who 

examined the six root causes of poverty in Tanzania. However, he/she had a 

factual error on the year, of the Kagera Earthquake. It happened in September 

2016 not 2017. 
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The candidates who scored from 6 to 12.8 marks demonstrated knowledge 

of the subject matter, had a correct interpretation of the question and 

adhered to the essay writing rules. However, they failed to score high 

marks because of repetitions of points such as: “poor infrastructure and 

poor transport system, high rate of illiteracy among the people of Tanzania 

and ignorance among people of Tanzania”. In some cases, the candidates 

lacked a good introduction and conclusion. Others provided only a few 

correct points. Worse still, some of the candidates could not sufficiently 

elaborate the given relevant points.  

Furthermore, the candidates who scored from 0 to 5.8 marks showed 

weaknesses such as inability to identify the demands of the question, lack 

of knowledge of the subject matter which led them to misinterpret the 

question. For example, some of the candidates dwelt on discussing social 

problems such as “family conflict, early marriage, early pregnancy and 

loss of parents. Others pointed out migration patterns and factors for 

migration in a broken English language such as: "rural - arban, arban - 

rural, urban to arban, shifting cultivation, migration and poor health 

services". Additionally, other candidates explained demographic 

terminologies such as “emigration, Immigration, Birth rate, Death rate, 

and dependence ratio”, while some candidates ended up explaining the 

effects of poverty at “family level” as root causes of poverty in Tanzania 

contrary to the demands of the question. 

Similarly, some of the candidates’ responses were poorly organized and did 

not adhere to essay writing format. Further, some of them provided relevant 

introductions and conclusions, but failed to sufficiently elaborate their 

relevant points. Moreover, some of the candidates experienced difficulties 

in expressing themselves coherently in English language. For example, one 

of the candidates defined poverty as ''is the ability a person to do something 

well to society''. Extract 9.2 is an illustration of an irrelevant candidate’s 

response to the question. 
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Extract 9.2 

 

 

Extract 9.2. A sample of an incorrect response from one of the candidates. 
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2.10 Question 10: Road Safety Education 

This question required the candidates to explain briefly the six causes of 

road accidents in Tanzania in the light of the statement that "most members 

in your community are not aware of the causes of high incidences of road 

accidents". The question was among the popular questions as 272,063 

(85.64%) candidates attempted it. The performance in the question was as 

follows: 48.83 percent scored from 0 to 5.8 marks, 50.56 percent scored 

from 6 to 12.8 marks and 0.61 percent scored from 13 to 20 marks. The 

candidates' performance is illustrated in figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: The candidates’ performance in the categories of poor, average 

and good scores. 

The candidates who scored from 13 to 20 marks out of 20 marks allotted in 

the question met the demands of the question and had enough knowledge of 

Road Safety Education. In the introduction, some of these candidates 

successfully defined road accident as “unpleasant events that happen along 

the road unexpectedly caused by irresponsible drivers, mechanical failure 

and nature of the roads”. In the main body they provided relevant 

responses such as: driving for a long time without resting, lack of education 

on road safety, poor road conditions, corruption, reckless driving 

(negligence or carelessness), bad weather condition, lack of safety 

safeguards, lack of regular vehicle maintenance and poor working 

conditions and remunerations”, Lastly, their works demonstrated logical 
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flows of ideas and had sound conclusions. However, they failed to score 

full (20) marks because of repetitions. That is, some of the candidates 

presented lack of education in one paragraph and unqualified drivers in the 

next paragraph. Other candidates provided relevant points but failed to 

elaborate them exhaustively. Extract 10.1 represents one of a good 

candidates' response. 

Extract 10.1 
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Extract 10.1 is an sample from a candidate who correctly explained the 

causes of road accidents in Tanzania. 

Furthermore, the candidates who scored from 6 to 12.8 marks successfully 

identified the demands of the question and showed the mastery of the 

subject matter. They explained the causes of road accidents in Tanzania, 

adhered to the essay writing rules and used legible English language 

sentences. On the whole, the candidates’ performance in this category 

differed from one candidate to another. Repetitions of points, such as 

“reckless of a drivers and drunkardness of drives, high speed of drivers and 

drug abuse (alcoholism), poor road conditions and poor infrastructure, 

lack of education and unqualified drives” affected some of the candidates’ 

performance. In some cases, some of the candidates failed to exhaust all the 

required points. Further, other provided relevant points but failed to 

elaborate them exhaustively. Equally, some of the candidates lacked good 

introduction and conclusion. Extract 10.2 illustrates a case where a 

candidate had several repetitions. 
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Extract 10.2 

 

 

Extract 10.2 An illustration of repetitions made by some of the candidates. 

On the other hand, the candidates whose scores ranged from 0 to 5.8 marks 

had insufficient knowledge of the subject, mixed up correct and incorrect 

points. Additionally, they failed to provide exhaustive elaborations of the 

causes of road accidents due to low proficiency in the English language. 

For instance, in a poor English language one of the candidates wrote: 

"useing drug, driving to drug abuse, do not traffic and driving do not sings.  

Lastly, some of the candidates failed to identify the demands of the 

question. As a result, they discussed the effects of road accidents in 
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Tanzania such as “family breakdown, increase of orphans and widows, 

street children, death of people, loss of man power, poor family and low 

development”. The most notable candidates were those who embarked on 

drawing road signs as responses to the question. Such candidates presented 

sign and symbols such as: "No entry, turn right, no parking and no 

junction". Equally, others picked up some phrases and sentences from the 

passage about suicide signals and organized them in paragraphs. Other 

remarkable candidates explained the importance of road accidents like “it 

help to decrease number of street children, it main security of the road, it 

help to maintain death of people and it help to improve provision of social 

services”. Extract 10.3 represents a response by a candidate who had 

inadequate knowledge of the causes of road accidents in Tanzania. 

Extract 10.3 
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Extract 10.3 is a sample of an irrelevant response. A candidate 

explained the importance of road accidents instead of the causes of road 

accidents in Tanzania. 

 

3.0 CONCLUSION 
 

The candidates' performance in Civics subject CSEE 2017 indicates an 

improvement. That is, 185,702 candidates, equals to 58.75 percent passed 

the examination as compared to 48.90 percent in 2016. 
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Evidence from the candidates’ items responses analysis suggests that the 

majority of the candidates’ performance in most topics in this subject was 

average scored from 30 percent and above of the allotted marks. The 

performance in question 3 was good; 81.23 percent of candidates passed. 

The question tested the candidates’ ability to comprehend the information 

in the passage. The question derived from the topic Proper Behaviour and 

Responsible Decision Making. The next in good performance was a 

question 1 with 10 multiple choice items derived from the topics of 

Economic and Social Development, Family Life, Government of Tanzania, 

Human Rights and Our Nation. The candidates’ performance in this 

question stood at 77.8 percent. 

On other hand, the candidates performed averagely in question 9 “Poverty”, 

question 2 “Culture”, question 10 “Road Safety Education”, question 7 

“Democracy” and question 4 “Proper Behaviour and Responsible Decision 

Making and Work “. 

The questions which had a poor performance were 5 and 8. The major 

reasons noted for the poor performance include: Lack of an in -depth 

knowledge of some topics example the question 8 which was set from the 

topic of Human Rights, failure to interpret and identify the demands of the 

question as it was observed in question 6 from the topic of “Globalization”, 

inadequate skills in answering comprehensions question, poor English 

language proficiency, failure to adhere to essay writing format and failure 

by some candidates to answer the required 7 questions. Further, some 

candidates scored poor marks due to repetition of points especially in 

question 5, 8 and 10. Against this backdrop, efforts are needed to address 

these challenges by all educational stakeholders. 

 

4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to improve the future candidate's performance in Civics subject, 

the following are recommended: 

(a) Students should be guided and taught how to read instructions, how 

to identify the demands of the question and how to respond to 

specific questions such as essay questions. 
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(b) Prospective candidates should be told to attempt the required 

number of questions and to avoid repeating points. 

(c) Teachers should exhaustively teach all topics stipulated in the 

syllabus. Evidence from some of the candidates’ responses suggest 

that sub topics of responsible decision making and importance of 

work were superficially understood. 

(d) Teachers should employ a variety of teaching and learning 

techniques to inspire students’ interests in the Civics subject 

suggested techniques are brainstorming, case studies, use of pictures 

and written sources, think pair and share method, songs, group 

discussion and role play just to mention few. 

(e) Tests and internal school examinations administered to students 

should be of acceptable standards so as to improve their knowledge 

and prepare them for the national examinations. 

(f) Civics clubs and inter-school debates should be encouraged so as to 

promote and broaden students’ knowledge of cross cutting issues. 

(g) Students should be encouraged to read variety of books written in 

English language in order to improve their English language 

proficiency so as to promote their understanding of Civics concepts. 

(h) Students should be encouraged and guided students to read various 

sources of Civics subject. 

(i) Teachers should revise and administer weekly tests and daily quiz 

in the poorly performed sub-topics to improve future performance 

in the topics. 
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Appendix 

ANALYSIS OF THE CANDIDATES’ PERFORMANCE IN EACH QUESTION 

SN Topic Question 

Number 

The percentage 

of Candidates 

who scored 

30% and above 

Remarks 

1 Proper Behaviour and Responsible 

Decision Making. 

3 81.23 Good 

 

 

2 Economic and Social Development, 

Family Life, Government of 

Tanzania, Human Rights and Our 

Nation. 

1 77.8 Good 

3 Poverty 9 59.51 Average 

 

4 Culture 2 51.84 Average 

 

5 Road Safety Education 10 51.17 Average 

 

6 Democracy 5 49.27 Average 

 

7 Economic and Social Development 7 43.43 Average 

 

8 Proper Behaviour and Responsible 

Decision Making and Work. 

4 32.59 Average 

 

9 Human Rights 8 6.42 Weak 

 

10 Globalization 6 1.95 Weak 

 

 




